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DEFENSEjOFFENSESTRATEGY
by Frederick Georgian
The purpose of this article is to examine
some of the basic elements of strategy. The
reader may find the previous articles on basic
tactics, MOVES 22, 23 and 24, as helpful
background material. The examples used for
this article are drawn from the Marengo
game of the Napoleon at War Folio series.
Marengo is chosen for its simplicity of design
and play; nevertheless, the following concepts are applicable to almost any wargame.
A wargamer can usually grasp, understand
and use tactics during a wargame; however,
he may feel that strategy seems to be an area
in wargaming without any discernible patterns. Often a wargamer knows precisely
what to do at a pa.rticular battle on a specific
Game-Turn, but does not quite understand
what to do in general over several GameTurns.
Though strategy encompasses bigger areas
and more units than tactics, strategy can be
simplified into a few basic patterns. DIO
Strategy is an attempt to help the new gamer
to recognize and to control basic strategic
patterns which occur during the course of a
game. DIO is an abbre\'iation for Defensel
Offense. The term "D Strategy" refers to the
defensive portion of DIO Strategy, and "0
Strategy" refers to the offensive part.
The purpose of D Strategy is to provide the
Player with a viable strategy whenever he
must play defensively. There are four aspects
which contribute to D Strategy; they are an
exterior line, canalization, the Disengagement Attack and the Counterattack. Each
aspect is discussed in order.
EXTERIOR LINE
In the article on Formation Tactics, the front
line consists of units arrayed along a straight
line. Although a front line may momentarily
bend from a flank envelopment or a center
assault, the implicit assumption is that the
line should eventually become straight again.
During the course of a game, however, a
front line rarely is straight, but, rather,
bulges and bends from the stresses of
combat.

Two front lines which have bulged and
recoiled due to combat are shown in Figure
One. The terms "interior line" and exterior
line" refer to this classic pattern. If Figure
One is pictured as a double-lined semi-circle,
the interior line is the inner semi-circle which
is composed of the dark colored Austrian
units and the exterior line is the outer
semi-circle which is formed by the light
colored French units.
A force which has an interior line (as the
Austrians do in Figure One) has a central
position. From this central position, a force
can easily move its units from one flank to

the other flank. Because of this mobility, it There are some wargamers who feel that a
behooves the force to concentrate its units on Player should use an interior line whenever
an attack at one side at a time. Usually that he has a fewer number of units or weaker
force directs its attack at the center of the units than his opponent. Although the above
enemy's front line in order to split the enemy may be true, time and time again the new
line in two. Hence the reason why a force ' gamer is usually defeated no matter what the
would use an interior line is to divide and composition of his units may be. Usually the
conquer the enemy.
new gamer assumes an interior line either by
default because he is cautious and does not
As an example from Figure One, the
know where he should commit his units
Austrian units wish to divide the French line
andl or because his opponent uses an exterior
by eliminating the French 2-4 infantry unit.
line approach to surround the new gamer's
Having split the French line into two parts,
army. Regardless of the reason, the new
the Austrian units would then concentrate on
gamer is surrounded and then crushed.
destroying the French position in detail by
eliminating all the French units of one flank
With DIO Strategy, the Player should use an
before attacking the remaining French flank.
exterior line ninety percent of the time; that
A force which has an exterior line (as the elusive ten percent is explained under 0
French do in Figure One) has an outside Strategy. The Player should use an exterior
position. Such a force cannot move its line for defensive purposes for the following
reserves from one flank to another flank as reasons:
readily as a force with an interior line. The 1) An exterior line tends to limit the number
distance to move a unit is further because of of threatened areas that a Player must worry
the bend in the line. Hence an exterior line about defending. Remember that an interior
concentrates its units on its flanks in order to line formation is an invitation to be attacked
attack both flanks of the enemy simultan- on either flank, whereas an exterior line
eously; if an exterior line can push back the tends to draw an attack toward its center.
flanks of the enemy far enough, the exterior For some gamers, it may be easier to think
line is in a position to surround the enemy about defending one area (the center) rather
and then destroy it. Hence the combat than two areas (the flanks).
purpose for a force to wield the exterior line
2) An exterior line is a bit more difficult to
is to surround and conquer the enemy.
flank than an interior line. As shown in Basic
As an example, in Figure One, the French Tactics and Formation Tactics, MOVES 22
units wish to flank attack the Austrian 2-3 and 24, respectively, the flank attack is a
infantry units. Once the French units good tactic to eliminate enemy units and it is
eliminate or retreat those Austrian units, the best used on the flank of the enemy's front
French units would maneuver to surround line. By keeping one's front line flanks
the remaining Austrian units and eliminate extended to prevent the enemy from using a
those trapped units. The exact technique to flank envelopment, a Player will be preserving his units. Remember that though the
use will be explained under 0 Strategy.
Figure One
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enemy may attack one's center front line
units by means of the frontal assault, the
frontal assault seldom results in the loss of
units, see Basic Tactics, MOVES 22,

CANALIZATION
Nevertheless, an exterior line is not the final
answer, An exterior line will quickly prove
self-defeating or worthless unless a Player
uses the concept of canalization, Canalization, or channelization as some call it, is the
indirect ability to influence or direct an
enemy's attack,
Canalization is based upon the syllogism that
whenever a Player launches an offense, it
behooves him to attack with high combat
odds, 3: 1 to 6: L It is easier to attain such
odds when that Player attacks with his units
which have the largest combat strength
against those units which have the smallest
combat strength, Therefore, arrange your
weak front line units so that a Player will
most likely attack where you want him to
attack rather than where he wants to attack,
Two examples of canalization are shown in
Figures Two and Three, In both examples,
the Austrians have infantry units with
combat strengths which range from six to
two, In one example, the Austrians have
arrayed their units to canalize an enemy
attack to an Austrian flank and in the other
example the Austrians have deployed their
units to canalize an enemy attack to the
Austrian center. Figure Two shows the
Figure Two

Figure Three

Austrians using canalization towards its
right flank and Figure Three shows the
Austrians using canalization onto its center.
How is canalization applied to D Strategy? A
gamer should canalize an enemy attack
towards its center of his front line, as shown
in Figure Three, In order to accomplish the
above, place units with high combat strength
or high defense strength on one's flank and
pJace units with low combat strength or low
defense strength in one's center. Canalization towards the center of one's front line
tends to form and maintain an exterior line
by inducing the direction of the enemy's
attack to the center rather than to the flanks,
Remember that canalization is only an
indirect ability, In one game, a Player facing
the Austrian front line, as depicted in Figure
Three, may be canalized into attacking the
Austrian center, whereas in another game,
the same Player may not be canalized and
decide to attack the Austrian's flanks, There
is nothing that the Austrian Player can do
directly to prevent such an event from
occming. Nevertheless, whenever a Player
goes against canalization, such attacks will
either be made at low odds (which are risky
to the attacking Player) or else (in order to
concentrate enough units to achieve high
odds) the attacking Player will have to forego
other attacks elsewhere, (There is also the
possibility that the attacking Player may
have sufficiently strong units to maintain
high odds attacks everywhere, There is little
defense in such an instance and is a rather
unusual case,) Hence, though canalization
may be a powerful technique for the
defender, its ability to direct an enemy's
attack can only be said to be indirect.

THE DISENGAGEMENT ATTACK
So far we've established the importance of an
exterior line and of using canalization with
Figure Four

an exterior line. The remammg problem
boils down to how to preserve one's center
front line, To review quickly, the enemy who
uses an interior line approach wishes to
rupture the center by means of a center
penetration attack; see MO VES 24, His
purpose is to divide the front line in two parts
and then conquer each isolated part. He will
definitely use flank-to-front attacks to
eliminate units from the center, as well as
advancing units after combat to pin
defending units, principle three; see MO VES
23,

There are two methods to help preserve one's
center front line- the Disengagement Attack
and the Counterattack, which will be taken
up shortiy,
The Disengagement Attack is illustrated in
Figures Four and Five, Figure Four shows a
general situation ; what is important is not
how it arose, but what it shows, Though the
French units are in somewhat of an exterior
line, it tends to lack canalization. In the
center of the French line, there is a serious
gap which the Austrians will surely exploit if
given the chance, A French center line unit,
the 3-4 infantry illlit, is pinned and, hence,
lacks the mobility to help reform a front line,
especially in the French center. Furthermore,
that French unit must attack the Austrian
units,
In order to remedy the situation, the French
Player utilizes the Disengagement Attack.
The Disengagement Attack takes into account three main ideas: one, that at times
during combat it may be desireable to retreat
a ullit: two, if a uni t must retreat, how can it
retreat to benefit a Player's position rather
than detract from it; and, three, if the unit
cannot retreat (presumably because it is
eliminated in combat) how can a Player still
maintain a viable battle formation?
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The procedure to follow is outlined below:
Step One: Ignoring the exact combat odds,
visualize the most desired combat result of
the French 3-4 infantry unit. In this case, the
most desired combat result is an Attacker
Retreat. Hex R, labelled on Figure Five,
shows the hex to which the French 3-4
infantry unit would move if it had to retreat.
Step Two: Assume that the desired result will
be achieved; move other units to form or
reform one's front line. Keep in mind the
concepts of the exterior line and canalization. As an example, in Figure Five, the
French infantry units, the two 5-5's and
4-4's, have reformed a front · line which is
exterior, uses canalization, and is formed in
such a way that assumes the French 3-4 unit
will retreat and contribute to a French front
line. Ignore the position of the French 2-4
infantry unit temporarily.
Step Three: Assume now the worst possible
result ' due to combat. The worst possible
result is that either the French 3-4 infantry
unit will be eliminated, which will leave a gap
in the French front line, or that the attack of
the French unit would result in a Defender
Retreat, in which case the Austrians would
be retreating rather than the French unit.
This result is undesirable because now that
French unit is left standing by itself rather
than contributing to the integrity of the
French front line.
Step Four: Assume the worst possible result;
move sufficient units to form a secondary
front line so that the effects of Step Three are
negated or reduced.
This step explains why the French 2-4
infantry unit is moved to the particular hex
in which it is; see Figure Five. Visualize for a
moment the effect if the French 3-4 unit were
eliminated due to combat. Though not
necessarily the strongest frontline, the
French Player would still be able to have the
best possible fron t line, which takes into
Figure Five

account both the best!desired or worst!
undesired result due to combat of the French
3-4 unit.
Step Five: Compute and move any necessary
units to achieve the best possible combat
odds. What one means by best is an Attacker
Retreat; that is what the French Player
wants . He does not want an Attacker
Eliminated and a Defender Retreat is not to
his advantage either. Hence, the best combat
odds for this particular battle would be a 1:3
attack. Any other odds column is not as
desirable.
In Figure Five, when the French Player
resolves his attack, he will use his 3-4
infantry unit to attack both the Austrian 5-3
and 4-3 infantry units at one-to-three odds.
Many gamers in the role of the French Player
would feel compelled to use the French 2-4
artillery in the attack. More than likely, the
gamer would attack as follows: the French
3-4 infantry unit attacks the Austrian 5-3
unit at one-ta-two odds and uses the French
2-4 artillery as a diversionary attack on the
Austrian 4-3 infantry unit at one-to-two
odds. The gamer thinks that by increasing
the odds on his attacks (Le. , going to columns
of ratios towards the right on the Combat
Results Table) he is "helping" himself, when,
in fact, if he studies what the actual results
are on the Combat Results Table with what
he really wants, he will quickly see that it is
desireable at times to lower the odds on an
attack.
This ability to voluntarily lower the combat
odds of an attack or to deny additional units
in a particular attack so that the attack is
made at a low combat odds is termed the
Disengagement Attack . The idea is that a
Player wants to retreat, but can only move
out of a Zone of Control by attacking at low
combat odds. By carefully controlling the
direction of a retreating unit, a Player should
always be able to maintain his front line

intact. The Disengagement Attack is nothing
more than retreating (by attacking) to
another front line.
Before we leave the discussion of the
Disengagement Attack, we must note one of
the most important aspects of not only the
Disengagement Attack, but also of D
Strategy as a whole. The key of the entire D
Strategy is what the French Player did not do
in Figure Five and that is he did not attack
the Austrian 6-3 infantry unit. Many garners
would have jumped at the chance. Let us
look at why this point is so important.
Many garners would feel that if they can
eliminate an Austrian unit, especially if it is a
powerful unit, why not? The reason why not
is twofold. For one, the French Player would
be ruining the integrity of his exterior line.
Those French units which are attacking the
Austrian 6-3 unit would then be susceptible
to being flanked and possibly eliminated.
Secondly, should both the Disengagement
Attack and the attack on the Austrian 6-3
infantry unit fail, the French position could
easily be shattered. Hence, the approach with
the fewer number of risks is to forego the
opportunity of snatching the Austrian unit.
Play purely defensively for a couple of
Game-Turns in order to preserve present
strength and await reinforcements. Then the
French Player can go on the offensive and
eliminate units.
A defensive strategy is one of the hardest
strategies to master. Not many garners like
being punched at without striking back.
Nevertheless, such a strategy can be wielded
as a weapon. For instance, when encountering an impetuous Player, the gamer can
maintain a strict defensive posture. Such a
posture enables the gamer to build strength
before he goes on the offense. More
importantly, the impetuous Player becomes
overconfident because of his incessant
attacks and often tends to take gambles and
overextends his position as a whole. Overextended positions, as will be seen in 0
Strategy, though they may look very daring
can quickly turn into a trap and defeat the
Player. A defensive strategy allows an
impetuous Player to defeat himself.
THE COUNTERATTACK
Although restraint, i.e., not attacking enemy
units when using D Strategy, is important,
there are times when it is desire able to
counterattack. The Counterattack is meant
only to wear down or to blunt the enemy's
main thrust. It is not intended to defeat him .
A rule of thumb is one or two enemy units
eliminated per Game-Turn is usually sufficient to blunt his main drive over a period of
a couple of Game-Turns. One may not be
able to entirely stop such a drive, but at least
one can lessen the effects.
Typically at the apex of an interior line
approach is the site at which the attacker
would most likely overextend his units.
Figure Six shows such a case. One should
visualize that this figure only illustrates a
small part of a hypothetical front line. As
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Figure Six
shown, the Austrian 4-3 and 3-3 infantry
units mount a three-to-one (3:1) attack on
the French 2-4 infantry unit. The result was a
Defender Retreat and the Austrian 3-3
infantry unit advances. Although the
Austrian 3-3 infantry unit advances in order
to pin the center line French unit, the
Austrian unit has overextended itself. Its
flanks are exposed to a Counterattack.
In such a case as shown in Figure Seven, the
French units should attack the Austrian 3-3
infantry unit. Such an attack helps to blunt
the Austrian drive. For a Counterattack, no
more than three units should be used. Two
units are usually necessary to gain sufficient
odds; even two-to-one odds are acceptable.
The third unit is usually needed to prevent
the unit from retreating (as explained in
MOVES 23, under Principle Four) andlor
for diversionary attacks. The reason why a
guideline of three units is sufficient is that
any D10re than three units should be used
elsewhere as a front line or a secondary
line. If one has plenty of units to spare, then
perhaps one should think of an offensive
strategy rather th an merely coun terattacking.

Figure Seven

D STRATEGY CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the four main points are
itemized below:
1) Use an exterior line when you must
assume a defensive strategy. Do not use an
exterior line for the sake of using it. For
instance (ideally) if an enemy never makes an
attack on you r front line then it would still be
straight. On the other hand, should he attack
one of your flanks , then shift and bend your
straight front line into an exterior line. The
purpose of the exterior line is to prevent your
end units from being flanked.
2) In conjunction with the exterior line,
deploy your units on the front line so as to
canalize the attacks of the enemy units
toward the center of your line. Canalization
toward the center limits the number of
threatened areas that you have to worry
about defending. The only precaution is do
not let your center break.
3) Use the Disengagement Attack to reform
your front line units into a suitable front line.
Do not let the enemy pin your center front
line units. Pinning is the first step to the
disintegration of your center.
4) Use the Counterattack sparingly. Remember that 0 Strategy means defense or
attrition. The Counterattack is meant only to
take a quick jab to eliminate an enemy unit
that overextended itself. One or two enemy
units eliminated per Game-Turn due to
Counterattack is sufficient for attrition.
Leave winning the war for your knock·out
punch, which is explained in 0 Strategy.
OFFENSE STRATEGY
This topic is divided into two parts. The
first part is a discussion about the exterior
line attack in general. The second part is a
discussion of specific tactics to be used in
conjunction with the exterior line attack.
Taken together, they comprise a system
dubbed 0 Strategy. Having understood the
broad concepts of the exterior line strategy,
the gamer will be able to understand more
clearly why the suggested tactics are used for
o Strategy.
THE STRATEGIC CONCEPTS
As we said before, the defensive position as
outlined in D Strategy is meant to serve as a
basis from which a Player may initiate an
offense. Hence, 0 Strategy also starts from
and strives for an exterior line. To understand why an exterior line attack may be
preferable to an interior line attack, we must
understand the characteristics of the offense
from an interior or an exterior line.
To summarize briefly, the attacking purpose of an interior line is to divide and
conquer an enemy army. The attacker
attempts to split the enemy into two weaker
groups of units rather than facing one united
army. The attacker with his entire army is
able to defeat each group individually.
Tactically, he relies on the frontal assault
and the flank-to-front attack. The flank
attack cannot be used. (Exception: In double
movement games, such as the Kursk system,

or Invasion: America and Panzergruppe
Guderian, the flank attack can be used;
however, in this article we are chiefly
concerned with the Napoleon at War game
system.)
The combat purpose of the exterior line
attack is to surround and conquer an enemy
army. The attacker attemp ts to push back
the enemy's flanks in order to encircle the
enemy. Tactics commonly used are the flank
attack and the frontal assault.
The first difference between the two forms of
attack is the number of threats that each
method uses. The interior line imposes one
threat-upon the enemy's center. The exterior line attack imposes two threats- upon
both enemy flanks . In general, it behooves a
Player to burden his opposing gamer with as
many threats as possible. The reason is
simply that the more threats about which a
Player must worry, the greater are the
chances of his making a tactical or strategic
error.
Another important difference is that, unlike
the exterior line, the interior attack tends to
be dependent upon the terrain of the battle
area rather than upo n the direction of the
attack. This is an important point, so let's
study it for a moment.
To begin with, we must understand why a
Player would voluntarily retreat his own
units . The purpose of a retreat is to save or to
conserve one's units from a threatened area.
Should a Player not retreat his units, then
supposedly those units could be eliminated
by an attack- either by .a flank attack or
even by a frontal assault should the odds be
great enough.
As stated earlier, an interior thrust is
directed at the enemy center line units;
however, as pointed out in D Strategy, a
counter to the interior approach is simply to
retreat those units. Hence, in ideal conditions
the interior attack may not destroy the enemy
army.
The interior attack is best used when the
enemy center line units are unable to retreat
because of the terrain directly behind those
center line units. If the center units are
unable to retreat (say, for example, their
backs are to an impassable river), then the
interior attack has a chance to overwhelm
those center line units. Now, the interior
attack is effective because it is able to split
the enemy into two smaller parts. Not every
Player can dictate the terrain where a battle
be fought; hence, it may be preferrable
to have a strategy which does not rely on
terrain considerations the way the interior
attack does.

."iIl

Such a strategy is the exterior attack. The
exterior attack is directed at the enemy's
flanks. A typical reaction of the enemy Player
is that he will start to retreat his units on his
flanks; however, retreating is not an effective
counter for the exterior attack. Should the
enemy units retreat far enough, they will be
caught in the middle.
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Cauldron). Again, referring to Figure Eight,
the units on an exterior line attack are always
threatening to race deep behind the enemy
lines in order to cut the line of supply for the
enemy units. Usually, cutting the supply lines
either reduces the enemy's ability to attack or
may even prevent him from attacking at alL
Such an advantage greatly increases one's
own chances of winning.

The last point is one which was hinted at in
the D Strategy; namely, a sudden change of
the attack. It is highly conceivable that as the
exterior line presses its attack on the enemy
flanks, that enemy is liable to reinforce his
flanks. Sometimes the flanks are reinforced
at the expense of the center of the battle
formation ; see Figure Ten. In this case. a
sudden shift of the attack to the center, as
shown in Figure Eleven, is effective because
now the enemy is reduced to two isolated
fragments . In such a position, the battle can
be finished very quickly.

Figure Eight

As explained above, the exterior attack is
independent of terrain considerations, unlike
the interior attack. Hence, the point is that
the exterior attack is more flexible and can
be used more widely on different battlefields
than the interior attack.

Figures Eight and Nine illustrate the above
points. The initial position "is shown in Figure
Eight. Here, the French are using an exterior
attack on "the Austrians. The Austrians
decide to retreat away from the French
attacks. Figure Nine shows the situation
several Game-Turns later, in its most
extreme case. Here, the Austrian flanks have
retreated so far in attempts to escape the
attacks of the French flanks that the
Austrian units have retreated into and are
caught by both attacks of the French flanks.
The above maneuver is the intent of the
exterior attack- to catch the enemy units in
between the push of two simultaneous
flanking attacks. In this example, the
Austrian units have no place to further
retreat and, hence , the Austrian units are
overwhelmed where they stand. They simply
cannot retreat any further.

The third advantage of the exterior line
approach is that it constantly threatens the
enemy's line of communications or supplies.
These concepts ~ line of communications
and supplies- are not present in the
Napoleon at War Folio series; hence, for
those garners who have this set only, they
may ignore this third advantage. The above
concepts are very important in many other
games, such as for Victory Points (as in the
Blue & Gray Series, Chickamauga and
Cemetery Hil[), or for the supply of an attack
(as in the North Africa Series, Kasserine and

Figure Nine

Figure Ten

TACTICS
Having a sound sense of direction that an
exterior line attack can take, it is a simple
matter of selecting appropriate tactics to suit
the needs of 0 Strategy. This approach is
highly recommended for the new gamer. The
new gamer would have considerably more
difficulty with his wargaming if he were to
select tactics first and then force them to fit
into a strategic system or direction.

Actually. the reader may be surprised to
learn that he already knows and possesses a
sufficient number of tactics to use in 0
Strategy. Let us study an example to see how
the suggested tactics can be employed.
Figure Twelve shows the Austrian units in an
interior line. The French units are in an
exterior line and are attacking. The four
arrows point to areas on the Austrian line
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where the following tactics are most likelv to
be employed.
T~ begin with, Arrow One shows the most
likely area where flank attacks should be
used. Units in this area should constantly try
to flank attack enemy units in order to
gradually chew away at the enemy's flank
units. Should the opportunity to cut the
enemy's line of supply ever arise, it
should be taken; even if it could mean losing
a unit or two, the advantages are manifold.
First, cutting the enemy's supply usually
linlits his mobility and reduces his attacks .
Second, it will cause a general retreat and,
hence, will alleviate pressure on one's center
front line.
In order to flank the enemy's ends, it is best
to use the fastest units possible. Speed is
most important. Do not be too concerned
with odds; accept 2: 1 or even 1: 1 odds at
times. The most important point is to start
and to strive constantly to outflank his front
line.
When an attack is successful, do not advance
into the hex vacated by the defender. Should
a unit advance after combat, such an
advance bunches up units which could easily
be pinned by a couple of units. Keeping one's
flank units spread out slightly is advantageous because it is harder to be pinned.
Remember that should those units which are
detailed to outflank the enemy's flank eyer
become pinned, then they have failed in their
task to threaten the enemy's flank and line of
supply. In short, they have ceased to become
a threat.

Figure Eleven
Arrow Two on Figure Twelve shows the
general location for frontal assaults. Units in
this area must push back the enemy flanks.
Eyentually they will meet with their opposite
flank , as in f'igure Nine and any enemy units
caught in the middle of these two jaws will be
trapped and eliminated.
Units in this area must be the strongest
combat units possible. They must be able to
attain at least a three-to-one odds attack. In
order to attain such a high level of attacks

constantly they must be supported by
artillery. Artillery will help to achieve the
high combat odds necessary for the attacks
and will also be used for diversionary
attacks; see Arrow Three.
When a battle is won, advance after combat.
In this case, it is important to advance,
because it will permit the next attack to start
deeper into the enemy's position; and it will
help to pin the enemy units.
[cmllinued On page 25]

Figure Twelve
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because later, just as they were about to get
into combat, I drew the randomizer chit
taking them out of play.
The liquidation of my own Red forces was
paradoxical on the surface, as I was the most
powerful member of the Central Committee
at the time. But by eliminating Lenin and
Trotsky, no Red troop replacements would
come on for two consecutive Turns, prac·
tically guaranteeing a White Victory. Which
is what happened. Unfortunately, I didn't
win. Another Player, who always got to move
before me was thus able to grab the bulk of
the White replacements and roll up Points in
the end game. His margin of victory was
exactly equal to h is superiority over me in
White units on board.
The game has much to offer-diplomacy for
the honest, skulduggery for the treacherous,
and schizophrenia for the undecided. Military strategy must be properly employed to
deal effectively with military strength, but
political strategy is required as well. Aside
from the joys of purging your favorite enemy,
the chief attraction of this game is in the
problem of defining your enemy and moving
against him while getting him to waste his
effort on someone else.

DID Strategy [con l;""edjrompage9]

--

The last sector is Arrow Four. This area is a
rather quiet area. One should continue to use
the Disengagement Attacks to keep one's
center intact. Counterattacks can be used
also. The main point to keep in mind is to
secure one's center with just enough unit s to
keep it intact. Any spare units should be sent
to Arrow Two if they are strong or if they are
artillery units, or units should be sent to
Arrow Three if they are exceptionally fast.
In conclusion, 0 Strategy is able to use
simple, but effective basic tactical skills. No
new fancy footwork had to be devised. The
strength of 0 Strategy lies in the proper
application of basic tactics with a sound
sense of direction when undertaking the
offense. One final word on 0 Strategy and
that is timing.
In order to use 0 Strategy most effectively,
one must attack both of the enemy's flanks
simultaneously, T he enemy will have considerably more difficulty with his position if
he faces a simultaneous double threat on
both of his flanks rather than one threat at a
time on either flank. He may be able to parry
one threat at a time, but a double threat is
t""i ce as hard to counter. Simultaneous
attacking is an important element of 0
Strategy.
All in all, 0/0 Strategy represents the key
stone to the present series of Basic T actics.
Hopefully, a new gamer could have started
from just a rudimentary knowledge of any
QuadriGame rules and with the help of these
articles could h ave gained sufficient war·
gaming skills to give one's best wargaming
friend a "bloody nose,"

Your
Moves
What follows are excerpt5jrom some of the leiters
I've received ill the past ff!W months. You may have
your mind boggled by the thought, but I read every
letter addressed to me (and a lot that are not), If
you 're in the mood. I invite you to write directly to
this column. Those letters that are most likely to
see print are those that comment on topics of
general interest to the readership ill a though tfil I,
well· reasoned manner. 1 particularly encourage
leiters of constructive criticism about MO YES and
SPI products in general (after all, you are the
biggest consulting group that 1 have access to),

I very much liked and learned from "Seminar/
Game Rules," but felt it was limited to a designers'
perspective and mentality. I'm sorry, but GDW' s
Port Arthur cannot be played given the rules-as·
written. Both players have infinite supply in their
home countries, but supply units have no combat
factor-and strategic movement capacity is in
terms of combat factots-sO you can either move
an infinite amount of supply-or none! We choose
arbitrarily to count a supply unit as "one" CF; but
that allowed you to move 20 supply counters per
turn! We 'next tried "two CF's per supply
counter." Marc Miller responded that "5" is
correct. They also omitted stacking rules for
supply. Miller first said "three supply units per hex
in addition to combat units," then changed his
mind and said, " infinite stacking of supply."
AH's Chancellors ville cannot be played given the
rules. Two different concepts of road movement
are given; one hints at strategic movement a la
Anzio: another speaks of "road bonus." This was
crucial in determining whether a unit could use a
road bonus at all during a turn in which it crossed
a pontoon bridge. One interpretation said yes; the
other, no. The problem is that the game opens with
three free Union movement phases; so the two
different interpretations give the game two
completely different opening complexions. Sorry,
but games t ake up a lot of time: we preferred to
shelve both the above games until we got the rules
cleared up.
Am also fascinated by last issue's Opening
MOVES and this issue's Countermoves. The
discussion is worth a lot more space than it got,
and I look forward to throwing a few cents into it
when my time restrictions loosen up. (I'm still busy
earning a living at the moment.)
Really liked MOVES #27; getting back to why I
su bscribed in the first place--namely, for "conflict
simulation theory and technique." Good, solid
-Mark Saha
reading. First rate,
Mark Saha is a wel/-known wargamer and
contl"ibutor to MOVES Magazine,
- RAS

In MOVES 27, there seems to be a difference of
opinion in the area of rules, It is my personal
opinion that the present style of writing is the best
r have seen, and that there is not much room for
innovation. Rules must present, in readable prose,
the way in which the game pieces can act. It should
be precise and loop·hole free, because that will
satisfy those who demand absolute law, while still
allowing "free· thinkers" to follow their own light.
Of the almost one·hundred sets of rules which I

have read, ] think that the game which comes
closest to these limitations is Patrof.! Not only is the
game presented clearly, the rules were fun to read.
On the basis of this, I would suggest that you
retain the present structure, but make the rules
longer by increasing the descriptive content of the
individual s~ctions,
-{;arl Chandler Fri;!trom
We are planning to do just thaI. Whether Or not
game rule;! call actually befun is another qUe.<ition,
- RAS

First, let me express my appreciation for your
cover article in the latest MOVES (#27). Mr.
Hinsley's analysis of Mech War '77 is the best
treatment of such a subject that I've ever seen in
your magazine. Granted that Mr. Hinsley's effort
was complemented by the quality of your game,
nonetheless, the narrative was lucid and as
interesting as the game itself. Please pass on my
compliments and continue to make efforts toward
this, in my opinion, remarkable success,
Secondly, let me address myself toward your latest
controversy about game rules. It seems to me that
the best possible method would be a simple narra·
tive of either the actual history and/or a game
played during playtesting. If you take a lesson
from the interest display~d in the game as history
articles published in MOVES, I think that you
might discover that the game rules could be
treated similarly.
The decimal system that you use to number your
rule,s could still be applied to this narrative style in
two ways. First, in an outline similar to the one
that you now have for your rules, but more like an
index. Secondly, the numbers could be displayed
in the margin of the narrative where specific rules
are explained in order to facilitate reference when
examining the index.
-DanielJ, McClure
One of myfolld hopes is that A valon Hill and other
game publisher:; would he influenced enough by
SP['s succes~/ul format to the point where all
widely distributed wargame!1 share a common
structure and language. 1 think that such
commonality would have a beneficial effect 011 the
growth of the hobby (since we'd all be speaking the
same tongue).
-RAS

One thing I've noticed over the past few years is
that there are a lot more of us (garners)... for the
first time in my gaming e,xperience, I actually have
marc opponents than is practical (from my wife's
point of view). This may be just luck, but it seems
to be the case on most of the Eas"! Coast... and I
think that you have had a lot to do with it. There
are two publishers that every opponent I've met is
familia r with: SPI and Avalon Hill. Generally, they
got started on Avalon Hill and now play SPI games
almost exclusively. A good example was a recent
convert who was a Pan zer Leader addict until he
encollntered my copy of Panzer '44. The last I saw
of him, he was converting Panzer Leader scenarios
to Panzer '44 units! I suppose that you must have
some idea of the effect that your standards of
excellence have on "other people's" players, but if
you don't, the impact is considerable.
Another aspect that you dominate the field in is
range of subjects. This is nothing new to you, but it
sure helps to get ~ novice started when you can
whip out a game that matches his interest in tenns
of period, scale, environment, etc., etc. This is
something the other guys just don't offer.
Your rules format is unq uestionably the best in the
sport and this has a great deal to do with the
attraction you have for new and old players. It is
one of the most critical factors in whether a game
[continued On page JO]

